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Welcome
Welcome to the latest issue of our Bateman Update.
Our Team Bateman demonstration team are still busy
putting our machines through their paces on farms
throughout the UK. If you would like us to visit your farm
please get in touch.
We recently visited Alan Grant’s
farm in Scotland, you can read his
thoughts on running a Bateman
RB35 on page 4.
Pinpoint II PWM is designed to help you
save chemical by increasing accuracy, our
simple graphic on page 6 explains how.
We’ve been delighted by the reaction of customers old and
new to our recently launched finance packages, which you
can read about on page 8.
On behalf of the Bateman team and myself, our very best
wishes to you and your families for Christmas and 2021.

Jason Bateman
CEO
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Our demo team is
in your area.

Test drive the
market leader
in your field...
Call us on 01769 580439
or email: mail@batemansprayers.com
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View
from the cab
Alan Grant grows 170ha of winter barley, 100ha each of
oilseed rape, oats and winter wheat and 630ha of spring
barley in Skillymarno, near Fraserburgh. He runs an RB35.
You’re always pretty successful in competitions; what do
you put your success down to?
“I would say experience, a good eye and my Bateman. With
40 years of spraying under my belt, I wouldn’t consider any
other make of sprayer.”
What do you like about your new RB35?
“It has great ground clearance, manoeuvrability and weight
distribution with top end technology. I also like the Bateman
Boom Levelling which is very good, the visibility I get with
the new cab and the wheel track adjustment read out being
in the cab.”
You’ve been a valued customer of ours for a number of
years and this would be your third Bateman Sprayer that
we know of?
“Aye, my third since 2004. It’s also my fert spreader, with the
accurate dribble bars.”
We’ve spoken to a fellow Bateman owner and neighbour
of yours and we were discussing COVID-19. We touched
upon parts and service, how would you rate us, out of
interest?
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“Outstanding! The office is always very helpful on the
phone and the parts tend to arrive the next day, even all
the way from Devon and even with all of the problems with
the lockdown side of things. We have used your service
engineers and we get great support locally from CT Scott
when we need it. So great machine, great support.”
How about nozzles – what’s your nozzle of choice these
days?
“With this new RB35, I am a convert to Lechler! We’ve fitted
Lechler IDTA 03 - 120 Ceramic. Typically, we’ll spray 135L/ha at
12 kmh.”
Finally, how would you sum up your Bateman?
“Looking after 1100ha of crops from pre-emergence to
harvest I need the year-round reliability that I get from
my Bateman sprayer. We opted for the ‘Accurate’ dribble
bars, which affords us the additional benefit of using the
Bateman as our fertiliser spreader. Our RB35 has great
ground clearance, manoeuvrability and weight distribution;
I wouldn’t consider any other make of sprayer.”
Read the full interview at batemansprayers.com/news
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Use less chemical

PinPoint II utilises Blended Pulse™ PWM
reduces chemical usage by increasing
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Nozzle valve status
is displayed on the
monitor and gives you
the information you
need to do your job
with confidence.

Spray on contours
or around obstacles
with the right volume
across the whole boom.
Minimize overdosing
on the inside or
underdosing on the
outside.
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Your Bateman,
your way

We understand the nature of both growing and contracting
businesses and we listen to our customers. The need to
know your costs and the ability to maximise profit are
perhaps more important than ever. This is why we have
introduced Bateman Finance.
What this means for you
	
The

ability to budget and track your operating costs
	
Designed specifically for our Bateman customers
	
Flexible contract hire and hire purchase options
	
An in-house finance manager and a simple seamless
process
	
Competitive rates
Find out how we can help you step up to Bateman call us
on 01769 580439 or email mail@batemansprayers.com
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Capable, on all terrains
Our most popular machine with farmers and growers,
the RB35 offers faster road speeds, greater tank capacity
and exceptional spraying capability in hilly terrain.
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HIGHLIGHTS
4,000-litre stainless steel tank
18-24m Standard Contour boom
24-36m Variable Geometry
275 boom
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BBL and PWM available as options

RB35
For more information on the RB35 visit
batemansprayers.com or call us on 01769 580439
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Five minutes
with Scott Dunham
Scott works out of our HQ in Devon here’s what he has to say about his role
at Bateman Sprayers
My role at Bateman is:
Technical Sales Manager [South West]
A typical day for me at Bateman
involves: Talking to customers, sorting
demos and occasionally driving the lorry.
The most enjoyable aspect of my current role is: Meeting
new people, and showing them what a Bateman can do.
I would say life at Bateman is: Very fast paced, no two
days are ever the same.
Before I joined Bateman I was: Tractor / Forager driver on
a dairy farm.
If I have time to myself I enjoy: Spending time with my
family / shooting.
The best advice I have ever been given is: Measure twice,
cut once, take your time and do a job properly!
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For your work.
For your leisure.

We’ve created the Bateman Christmas
collection to see the full range visit
batemansprayers.com/teambateman
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Pre-owned Bateman
Sprayers.
Bateman RB35 (2011) | Ref 201120
9645 Engine hours
JD 225 IT4 Turbo diesel engine
12/24/32 V.G Contour boom
4000 Litre stainless steel tank
Integral clean water rinse tank
3 Way nozzle bodies
400L/Min Pump
AgLeader rate controller
10 auto sections
6 Manual switched sections 12/24/32
Very good tidy condition
2 Sets of wheels
Available: Now
Location: Devon
Asking Price: £44,000 Ex VAT
Contact: Mark on 07976 897492
Pre-owned Bateman sprayers are offered for sale by their respective owners.
For the full listing visit
www.batemansprayers.com/pre-owned-bateman-sprayers.php
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